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KEY=TO - DALTON BEST
THE WRITER'S SUCCESS CODE
7-DAY ACTION GUIDE
Monikher, LLC LEARN THE SECRETS OF WRITING SUCCESS Why do some writers succeed while others struggle for years and years? What really moves the needle when it comes to
writing success? How do you stop procrastinating, and ﬁnally ﬁnish the book or screenplay of your dreams? Most new writers, have a great idea but don't know where to begin or
how to avoid getting stalled along the way, or how to guarantee that what you create won't go to waste. All the fear, the writer's block, the procrastination, the stopping, and
starting leads to a sense of self-doubt that ultimately leads to a blank page or a shelved project. That's a shame because your story is worth telling. The Writer's Success Code: 7Day Action Guide was written with you in mind. The book comes with everything you need to kick-start your writing journey and streamline your process so you can stay on track
and head straight for success. Ashley has designed it with simplicity in mind to take the guesswork out of the most common question new writers ask: "Where do I start?" The most
powerful thing you can do TODAY is to take action, stop stalling, and decide to ﬁnally do something about your writing goals! Ashley Mansour is an international bestselling author,
award-winning ﬁlm producer and writer, and the founder of LA Writing Coach. She helps writers fast-track their writing goals and make their dreams of writing and publishing their
books or ﬁnishing their screenplays become reality.

BLOOD, INK AND FIRE
Upturn Publishing IMAGINE A WORLD WITHOUT BOOKS...In the future, reading is rare and forbidden. Books have been eliminated by the controlling power known as Fell. The printed
past has been forgotten.But The Nine of the Rising made plans. Plans to help future generations remember.On the night before her seventeenth birthday, Noelle Hartley's secret
penchant for words leads her to a mysterious volume linked to an underworld of rebel book lovers known as The Nine of the Rising. With the help of the Risers, Noelle realizes that
the words are precious clues to the earlier time, and as a child of their bookless age, she might be the very last reader.Blood, Ink & Fire is a compelling YA dystopian sci-ﬁ novel for
anyone who believes in the power of books.

RIVERS AND RESILIENCE
ABORIGINAL PEOPLE ON SYDNEY'S GEORGES RIVER
UNSW Press We started swimming in the Georges River at Liverpool. We were river girls! It was our little stamping ground. - Judy Chester Rivers and Resilience traces the history of
Aboriginal people along Sydney's Georges River from the early periods of white settlement to the present. Telling the stories of the river people, it oﬀers insights into Aboriginal
history in an urban setting. For centuries Aboriginal people lived along the Georges River. With colonisation, the river's geography forced settlers to leapfrog over its rugged and
swampy bends in search of arable land. Aboriginal people retained a hold over some of the land and maintained communities - despite changes caused by the city's growth. Two
leading historians investigate Aboriginal communities in this densely settled, but often overlooked, suburban area.

ORBITING DEBRIS
A SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER THEORY, 2ND ED
John Wiley & Sons Market_Desc: · Computer Scientists· Students · Professors Special Features: · Easy to read and the coverage of mathematics is fairly simple so readers do not have
to worry about proving theorems· Contains new coverage of Context Sensitive Language About The Book: This text strikes a good balance between rigor and an intuitive approach to
computer theory. Covers all the topics needed by computer scientists with a sometimes humorous approach that reviewers found refreshing . The goal of the book is to provide a
ﬁrm understanding of the principles and the big picture of where computer theory ﬁts into the ﬁeld.

VOCAL FOLD INJECTION
Springer Nature This book provides step-by-step illustrated descriptions of diverse vocal fold injection techniques, including some not previously described. The aim is to provide
laryngologists in general, and especially those who are less experienced, with the detailed understanding and guidance needed in order to achieve optimal outcomes. Highly
experienced experts describe approaches via the transoral, transnasal, and transcutaneous routes and oﬀer guidance on indications, injection materials, pre- and postoperative
care, and the management of complications. Special considerations that must be borne in mind when employing diﬀerent vocal fold injection techniques, in diﬀerent settings, are
also carefully explained. In oﬀering comprehensive, up-to-date information on this minimally invasive and cost-eﬀective procedure, Vocal Fold Injection will be an essential aid for
practitioners.

SIX MRS. GREENES
London : W. Heinemann

INJECTION LARYNGOPLASTY
Springer This well-illustrated book provides step-by-step guidance on the various techniques – microlaryngoscopic, ﬁberoptic endoscopic and transcutaneous – that can be employed
for the purpose of injection laryngoplasty, a surgical procedure in which a foreign material is injected into the vocal fold. The anatomy and function of the region are ﬁrst explained,
with identiﬁcation of the causes and means of evaluation of glottic and neoglottic insuﬃciency. Advice is then provided on the choice of material for injection laryngoplasty,
including absorbable and long-lasting options, on the basis of careful analysis that takes into account both the recent literature and the authors’ own experiences. Detailed
descriptions of the surgical indications and diﬀerent procedures follow and for ease of reference, clear ﬂow charts on diagnosis and indications are also included. The book
concludes with chapters on the use of injection laryngoplasty speciﬁcally in the pediatric population and on postoperative care and speech therapy following the procedure. Injection
Laryngoplasty will provide valuable assistance to all surgeons wishing to perform this kind of surgery.

VOCAL FOLD PARALYSIS
Springer Science & Business Media Although the disease is not very often, every otorhinolaryngologist will experience some patients suﬀering from vocal fold paralysis. This is the
ﬁrst and unique book solely devoted to this topic. Oﬀers step-by-step descriptions and evaluations of the materials and/or methods of well-established techniques and new
therapeutic options and approaches. Written by leading experts: Blitzer is speaker of the American Academy of Otorhinolaryngology and Head and Neck Surgery (AAO-HNS); Sulica,
also a speaker of the AAO-HNS, works in his department. Vocal Fold Paralysis is a clinically useful reference for evaluation and treatment, as well as a summary of current
knowledge and investigational approaches.

MEASURES TO REDUCE ALCOHOL AND DRUG-RELATED VIOLENCE
PRELIMINARY INQUIRY
EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON GAMES BASED LEARNING (ECGBL 2007)
PAISLEY, SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM, 25 - 26 OCTOBER 2007
THE ASTRONOMICAL ALMANAC
BAILEY'S HEAD AND NECK SURGERY
OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Completely revised, this ﬁfth edition of Bailey’s Head and Neck Surgery – Otolaryngology oﬀers the most current and useful evidence-based
information available for the practicing otolaryngologist and otolaryngology resident. Written to increase the reader’s understanding, retention, and ability to successfully apply the
information learned, this easy-to-read text contains concise, practical content on all areas of head and neck surgery in Otolaryngology. With 207 concise chapters, over 3,000 four-
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color illustrations, helpful summary tables, and supplemental video segments everything about this two-volume reference is designed to enhance the learning experience. There’s
even a Study Guide included to help the reader benchmark progress. This is the tablet version which does not include access to the supplemental content mentioned in the text.

THE HOLY BIBLE
NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION WITH CONCORDANCE, DICTIONARY, MAPS AND OTHER BIBLE STUDY RESOURCES
THE SOCIAL INTEGRATION OF DISABLED PEOPLE
Commission of the European Communities, Directorate-General for Employment, Social Aﬀairs and Education

THE CHRONIC COUGH ENIGMA
HOW TO RECOGNIZE NEUROGENIC AND REFLUX RELATED COUGH
Simon and Schuster If you have confusing and unexplained breathing problems or your asthma has not responded to treatment, this book is for you. The Chronic Cough Enigma is
written for people who have been coughing for months or years and cannot get useful answers from their doctors. More than 20 million Americans suﬀer from what is known as
enigmatic chronic cough. This book provides insights from Dr. Jamie Koufman’s almost forty years of successfully managing thousands of long-suﬀering cough patients. Indeed, the
typical chronic cough patient who comes to her oﬃce has been coughing for more than a decade. This book provides the many who suﬀer from chronic cough new and potentially
life-changing information and the potential to be cured.

GERIATRIC OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Thieme A burgeoning elderly population has led to a great increase in the number of geriatric otolaryngology patients, and a comprehensive reference on the specialty will be
invaluable in optimizing patient care. Geriatric Otolaryngology, published collaboratively by the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery Foundation (AAOHNSF) and Thieme, focuses on the unique challenges facing otolaryngologists and primary care physicians in managing ear, nose, and throat disorders in the elderly.It provides
readers with the essential information they need to successfully treat this rapidly growing patient population. Key Features: Discusses the critical issues of functional status,
comorbidities, and nutrition in the geriatric population Written and edited by well-known experts in geriatric otolaryngology Content reﬂects current AAO-HNSF Clinical Practice
Guidelines This book is an essential text for all primary care physicians and otolaryngologists caring for elderly patients. It is an excellent reference for special cases as well as a
reliable resource for background reading.

THE LURE OF THE LITTLE DRUM
LARYNGEAL ELECTROMYOGRAPHY
Plural Publishing Preceded by: Laryngeal electromyography / Robert T. Sataloﬀ ... [et al.]. 2nd ed. c2006.

ACID REFLUX IN CHILDREN
HOW HEALTHY EATING CAN FIX YOUR CHILD'S ASTHMA, ALLERGIES, OBESITY, NASAL CONGESTION, COUGH & CROUP
Simon and Schuster A Parent’s Guide to Reﬂux in Infants, Children & Teens “Meeting Dr. Jamie Koufman completely changed my life. My symptoms of chronic cough and shortness of
breath had been diagnosed since my childhood as asthma. Dr. Koufman identiﬁed that I had reﬂux, not asthma, and guided me step by step how to cure it. I have my life back and I
owe it all to Dr. Koufman's insight and help.” -Suze Orman, Host of the Suze Orman Show, CNBC This is an important book that will help change how America eats and guide parents
to heal our needlessly sick children and adolescents. There are 80 million infants, children and teens in America, and most have unhealthy diets. Every year, tens of millions are
misdiagnosed as having asthma, allergies, nasal congestion, ear infections, chronic cough and croup, when the real problem is acid reﬂux. A bad diet and childhood obesity are both
strongly associated with reﬂux. So, when a child has a respiratory disease and is not getting better with medical treatment, we believe parents should consider that reﬂux may be
the problem. Why? Because it can be ﬁxed! Reﬂux is the greatest masquerader of our time. It can be the cause of almost any kind of respiratory symptom or disease. Unlike adults
who may have obvious reﬂux symptoms (indigestion and heartburn), children are almost always “silently reﬂuxing,” and silent means that reﬂux is mysterious, diﬃcult to diagnose
and easy to overlook. Kids with reﬂux rarely complain of heartburn or indigestion. Respiratory reﬂux is the missing link between bad diet and many symptoms. Today, respiratory
reﬂux is so common it is almost invisible. Pediatricians and medical specialists often diagnose children with asthma, sinusitis or allergy, when what they really have is reﬂux.
Doctors all too frequently prescribe children antacid medications without beneﬁcial eﬀects. The real villain is not vanquished by pills. Most medications won’t do a thing for
children’s reﬂux symptoms and can sometimes cause more harm than good. Reﬂux is not only uncomfortable and inconvenient, it’s dangerous. If left untreated, reﬂux can wreak
havoc on a child’s ears, nose, throat, airways, lungs and digestive system. Our successful reﬂux rehabilitation program is a platform for change, with the long-term goal of health
maintenance and disease prevention. And, for overweight children, another beneﬁt of this book’s reﬂux program is that they will lose weight naturally and slowly with a diet that is
simply “lean, clean, green and alkaline.” When we ﬁx a child’s reﬂux, parents’ knowledge translates to signiﬁcant dietary changes for the entire family. Out go the juice, soda,
chocolate milk and other unhealthy choices. When parents understand that too much acid and sugar in the diet, and eating supper too late in the day has a big negative impact on
the family’s health, they act. Their children’s well-being is at stake. Once reﬂux is identiﬁed or even suspected, the ﬁx is more in parents’ control than many realize. Acid Reﬂux in
Children is the revolutionary book for parents who want to help their children lead healthy, active lives, free of acid reﬂux and the many other symptoms this condition can create.
Here’s to our future - HEALTHY CHILDREN!

UNIVERSAL ACCESS AND ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY
PROCEEDINGS OF THE CAMBRIDGE WORKSHOP ON UA AND AT ’02
Springer Science & Business Media The ﬁrst Cambridge Workshop on Universal Access and Assistive Technology (CWUAAT) was held at Trinity Hall, Cambridge, in March 2002. It was
inspired by the earlier, highly successful Cambridge Workshops on Rehabilitation Robotics organised by the late Robin Jackson. Robin was the founder of Rehabilitation Research at
Cambridge which now continues in the Engineering Design Centre within the Department of Engineering, led by John Clarkson and Simeon Keates, and in the Rainbow Group within
the Computer Laboratory led by Peter Robinson. CWUAAT represents the ﬁrst in a new series of workshops that we are aiming to hold every two years which, reﬂecting the spirit of
recent moves to extend the rights for universal accessibility, will encourage discussion of a broad range of interests. There will be a general focus on product/solution development.
Hence it is intended that the principal requirements for the successful design of assistive technology shall be addressed, where these range from the identiﬁcation and capture of
the needs of the users, through to the development and evaluation of truly usable and accessible systems for users with special needs. The best submissions received for the ﬁrst
CWUAAT are contained in this book, where the contributors are all leading researchers in the ﬁelds of Universal Access and Assistive Technology and represent a large part of the
international research community. They include, though not exclusively, computer scientists, designers, engineers, industrial representatives, ergonomists and sociologists.

DROPPING ACID
THE REFLUX DIET COOKBOOK & CURE
Simon and Schuster Dropping Acid: The Reﬂux Diet Cookbook & Cure is the ﬁrst book to explain how acid reﬂux, particularly silent reﬂux, is related to dietary and lifestyle factors. It
also explains how and why the reﬂux epidemic is related to the use of acid as a food preservative. Dr. Koufman deﬁnes the symptoms this shockingly common disease and explains
why a change in diet can alleviate some of the most common symptoms. Dropping Acid oﬀers a dietary cure for acid reﬂux, as well as lists of the best and worst foods for a reﬂux
suﬀerer. The book’s recipes use tasty fats as ﬂavorings, not as main ingredients; included are the recipes for tasty dishes that prove living with reﬂux doesn't mean living without
delicious food.

THE LARYNX
Written and edited by recognized leaders in the ﬁeld, The Larynx is the deﬁnitive reference on the diagnosis and management of laryngeal disorders. The book provides
comprehensive, practical, state-of-the- art coverage of every clinically relevant aspect of the larynx--current diagnostic methods, principles and techniques of operative
laryngoscopy, treatment of benign conditions, neurolaryngology, laryngeal cancer, trauma, pediatric laryngology, and evaluation and management of voice disorders. Also included
are expert discussions of current controversies in laryngeal surgery. More than 300 illustrations complement the text.

OTOLOGY, NEUROTOLOGY, AND SKULL BASE SURGERY
CLINICAL REFERENCE GUIDE
Plural Publishing Otology, Neurotology, and Skull Base Surgery: Clinical Reference Guide is a comprehensive guide designed for rapid clinical review. Written in a concise and
approachable outline format, this text provides a condensed amount of high-yield information. This clinically relevant resource is organized into 12 sections that are broken down
into their most important and fundamental parts by chapter, with key topics such as anatomy and embryology, hearing loss, cochlear implantation, skull base tumors, vestibular
disorders, and pediatric otology. Formatted like the bestselling "Pasha" (Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery) pocket guide, this text serves as both a study resource and a
portable reference guide. Otology, Neurotology, and Skull Base Surgery can be used by otolaryngology residents on their neurotology rotations, neurotology fellows throughout
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their training, and otologists and neurotologists preparing for recertiﬁcation. Audiologists and speech-language pathologists will also beneﬁt from having a convenient reference
guide to better understand their patients diagnoses.

COUNSELING ACROSS THE LIFESPAN
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
SAGE Publications Counseling Across the Lifespan by Cindy L. Juntunen and Jonathan P. Schwartz is a practical book that helps readers provide eﬀective mental, emotional, and
behavioral health services to clients across the continuum of care, from health promotion through long-term treatment and remediation. Anchoring each chapter within a life
stage—from childhood through older adulthood—the text identiﬁes the nature and origin of various psychological issues and emphasizes the importance of anticipating and
responding early to concerns that arise for large portions of the population. The Second Edition features new chapters and expanded coverage of important topics, such as
sociocultural contextual factors and interprofessional health perspectives.

DISEASES OF THE LARYNX
CRC Press As the amount of knowledge relating to the numerous diseases associated with the larynx continues to expand dramatically, it has become more and more diﬃcult for
specialists to remain up-to-date. This timely, deﬁnitive, gold standard book on the diseases of the larynx is comprehensive, highly illustrated and current. The text covers diagnosis,
clinical approach, medical and surgical intervention and prognosis. The contributors are internationally renowned specialists with a particular interest in the larynx. They include
paediatric and adult laryngologists, voice and speech pathologists, anatomists, pathologists, radiologists, anaesthesiologists, oncologists, chemotherapists, radiotherapists, and
other specialists with a particular interest in the larynx. Their combined knowledge and experience makes 'Diseases of the Larynx' a must-have compendium.

A DEAL WITH THE DEVIL
Amelia Wilde A man can only have one great love, and mine was the sea. Until I pulled a half-drowned heiress out of the water. Until I kept her as mine. Until I hurt her to prove I
didn’t love her. Now we’re surrounded. Dangerous pirates want to use her for their own purposes. I won’t give her up that easy. I have a lifetime of treasure to protect. But with the
ship going down, there’s only one thing I want to save. Her. A Deal with the Devil is book two in the Devil trilogy by USA Today bestselling author Amelia Wilde. The Devil and the
Deep Blue Sea must be read ﬁrst.

TAKEN BY THE DUKE
The Passionate Pen The steamy ﬁrst book in The Pleasure Wars series by USA Today Bestselling Historical Romance Author Jess Michaels Amid all the lies and scandals that fuel
Society’s gossip mill, one truth has stood out: House Rothcastle and House Windbury have always hated each other. Lady Ava Windbury prays the feud will someday end, to no avail.
One dreadful night, her brother accidentally causes the death of Christian Rothcastle’s sister, a tragedy that leaves both men maimed. Consumed by grief, Christian makes a grim
decision. He will kidnap Lady Ava so that her family will feel the pain of loss as keenly as he feels the loss of his own sister. But once he has Ava in his clutches, desire takes
unexpected hold. Even more surprising, she willingly surrenders to his every sexual whim—after haggling over the terms of giving up her virginity. Too late, he realizes she is using
her body for peace, not war. But just as their aﬀair of revenge turns into an aﬀair of the heart, the past rears its ugly head to take matters into its own hands… Length: Full Length
Novel Heat Level: Naughty, naughty CW: Violent accident (on page), abuse (described) This book is the ﬁrst book in The Pleasure Wars series.

IN THE TYCOON'S DEBT (MILLS & BOON MODERN)
HarperCollins UK Runaway bride – back in his bed!

TRAGIC LIES
Delesty Books From bestselling author L A Cotton, comes a forbidden age-gap romance. Angst... drama... friendship... and football. Will you survive senior year? Peyton Myers has
always been the life of the party. But behind her smile and sass is a girl lost and alone, searching for her place in the world. Xander Chase has always been on the outside looking in.
But behind his cool indiﬀerence and hard exterior is a guy afraid to open his heart to anyone. When he saves Peyton from a tragic accident, their lives are entwined forever. But
Xander's not the hero of her story... no matter how much she wants him to be. She’s a girl with her whole life ahead of her. He’s a guy who is drifting through life. And although
these two lost souls might be able to heal each other, there's one glaring problem. She's still in high school... And completely forbidden.

THE BILLIONAIRE'S PROPOSAL - PART 2
Dark Shadows Publishing This is book 2. Nick gives Abby a proposal she can't refuse. Will she fall under his spell? Or will she remain professional and accept his proposal? rom-com,
rom com, love story, love stories, contemporary crush, love story, romance love, new adult romance, billionaire obsession, contemporary romance and sex, romance billionaire
series, melody anne billionaire bachelors series, billionaire romance, romantic comedy, billionaire, new adult, second chances, comedy, humor, rich, quick read, serial, series, funny,
female protagonist, novel, secret, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, ﬁction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set, romance, billionaire romance, seduction, sexy, sensual, urban,
contemporary, 21st century, current, workplace, oﬃce, boss, work

BEYOND THE DARKNESS
KR Press, LLC Now that she has her freedom, she’s not giving it up. Dragon shifter Keelin Petronilla spent centuries in forced hibernation dreaming of one thing: freedom. Now she’s
living life on her terms—she’s ditched her clan for an unruly wolf pack, she tends bar for a half-demon, and she’s loving it…until a powerful supernatural being targets her. She
intends to handle the mysterious attacks on her own…without the help of dragon Alpha Bran Devlin. Sure, he’s sexy in that hot, scowling possessive way, but Keelin wants to live
her own life in her own way. Now that he’s found his mate, he’s not letting her go. Former black ops agent Bran Devlin is a born dragon Alpha and leader of a ﬁerce clan. Getting
mated was never part of his plan—until a feisty dragon princess gets under his skin in a big way. The hell of it is, she doesn’t want a mate; she just wants to have a good time. He
plays along, but when a dark and powerful being marks her for death, he’s determined to stay by her side in spite of her protests. Now that he’s found his mate, he means to keep
her safe no matter what the cost…even if he has to risk it all. Length: Full novel Author note: Can be read as a stand-alone novel. Books in Darkness series: Darkness Awakened, #1
Taste of Darkness, #2 Beyond the Darkness, #3 Hunted by Darkness, #4

AIRBUS A320: AN ADVANCED SYSTEMS GUIDE
Fluge This iPad interactive book is an indispensable tool for pilots seeking the Airbus A320 type rating. This study guide oﬀers an in-depth systems knowledge with pictures, videos
and schematics not found in other publications. It is packed with detailed and useful information to prepare any candidate for command and responsibility of the A320 equipped
with IAE or CFM engines.

TELL ME TO GO
Byrd Book Llc His oﬀer: 365 days and nights = $1 million My addendum: I’m not doing that His promise: Before the year is up, you’ll beg for it My days of lying and stealing are over,
but then Nicholas Crawford makes me an oﬀer I can’t refuse. Spend a year pretending to be his signiﬁcant other in exchange for $1 million dollars. I tried to put that part of my life,
and those hard-won skills, behind me. But I need the money. He needs a partner. I told him that I’d never sleep with him. He promised me that I would end up begging for it. Now, I
want him more than ever. Especially when I run my ﬁngers over his chiseled body and he teases me with his tongue. Especially when he puts his hands on the small of my back and
kisses me. I want him so much I am going to scream. I want him so much…I might even beg. _____________________________________________ What readers are saying about Charlotte Byrd:
"Extremely captivating, sexy, steamy, intriguing, and intense!” ★★★★★ "Addictive and impossible to put down.” ★★★★★ “I can’t get enough of the turmoil, lust, love, drama and
secrets!” ★★★★★ “Fast-paced romantic suspense ﬁlled twists and turns, danger, betrayal and so much more.” ★★★★★ “Decadent, delicious, & dangerously addictive!” ★★★★★
_____________________________________________ *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts.*

HOSTAGE
Skye Warren & Annika Martin I never knew when he¿d come to me. Only that he would.

SUMMARY OF "THE KNIGHT IN RUSTY ARMOR - BY ROBERT FISHER"
Sapiens Editorial ABOUT THE ORIGINAL BOOK The Knight in Rusty Armor has been a real success among its audience, selling more than one million copies worldwide. It is considered
to be a motivational book that falls into the self-help category. It is an easy-to-follow narrative, making it accessible to everyone, built with some humor, and is enjoyed by adults,
teenagers and children alike. The book tells a story of a somewhat egocentric man, who lives his life concerned with his appearance. Everything he does is without consideration for
his wellbeing, rather with the aim of seeking approval of others... Little by little he is locked in his armor, which over time rusts and leaves him imprisoned by his appearance. Then
comes a life of reﬂection and recovery for him. He embarks on a journey to free himself from his prison, during which he enlists the help of a magician. It is an excellent allegory that
teaches the importance of being who you are on the inside, without the need to mask your appearance.

THE WICCHE GLASS TAVERN
NYLA “Kelly introduces ﬁerce, lovable heroine Sam Quinn with this master class in storytelling and survival.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review on The Slaughtered Lamb
Bookstore and Bar "Dynamic supernatural characters fuel a riveting tale.”—Kirkus Reviews I’m Sam Quinn, the werewolf book nerd owner of the Slaughtered Lamb Bookstore and
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Bar. Clive, my vampire gentleman caller, has asked me to marry him. His nocturne is less than celebratory. Unfortunately, for them and the sexy vamp doing her best to seduce him,
his cold, dead heart beats only for me. As much as my love life feels like a mineﬁeld, it has to take a backseat to a far more pressing problem. The time has come. I need to deal with
my aunt, the woman who’s been trying to kill me for as long as I can remember. She’s learned a new trick. She’s ﬁgured out how to weaponize my friends against me. To have any
hope of surviving, I have to learn to use my necromantic gifts. I need a teacher. We ﬁnd one hiding among the fae, which is a completely diﬀerent problem. I need to determine what
I’m capable of in a hurry because my aunt doesn’t care how many are hurt or killed as long as she gets what she wants. Sadly for me, what she wants is my name on a headstone.
I’m gathering my friends—werewolves, vampires, wicches, gorgons, a Fury, a half-demon, an elf, and a couple of dragon-shifters—into a kind of Fellowship of the Sam. It’s going to
be one hell of a battle. Hopefully, San Francisco will still be standing when the dust clears.

SAVAGE MAFIA PRINCE
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Where is Kiro? He's the lost Dragusha brother, heir to a vast maﬁa empire-brilliant, violent, and utterly savage...and he's been missing
for years. Ann I'm supposed to be doing simple undercover research at the Fancher Institute for the Mentally Ill & Dangerous, but I can't keep my mind oﬀ Patient 34. He's startlingly
young and gorgeous, but it's not just that. He's strapped way too tightly to that bed. And there's no name or criminal history on his chart. What are these people hiding? My
reporter's instincts are screaming. Here's the other thing: the staﬀers here believe he's so sedated that there's not a thought in his head, but I catch him watching me when
nobody's looking. Our connection sizzles when I enter the room. When our eyes meet, I know he understands me in a way nobody else ever has. I'm supposed to follow my editor's
orders-I have secrets, too-but everything about Patient 34 is suspicious. How can I not investigate?

KEMP: THE CASTLE IN THE MARSH
Canelo Dirt, blood and iron: an unputdownable medieval epic for fans for M.K. Hume and Matt Harﬀy. France, 1351-2: Kemp and his men are captured in a skirmish near Calais, and
subsequently imprisoned in a French castle. All attempts at escape are punished with death. Then Sir Hugues de Beauconray comes to Kemp with an oﬀer: escort a Dominican friar
on a quest to steal a mysterious book from an abbey in Scotland. Fail, and ten of Kemp’s friends will be hanged. In the hotly-disputed border country, Kemp will need all his skills as
a swordsman and archer if he is to return to France and rescue his comrades. But more importantly, survive... A masterful historical thriller, full of nail-biting action and detailed
historical research, perfect for fans of David Gilman, Bernard Cornwell and Giles Kristian.

KISS ME
HQN Books New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery creates the small-town destination for romance in charming Fool's Gold, California—where a loner cowboy ﬁnds the one
woman who can capture his heart After Phoebe Kitzke's kind heart gets her suspended from her job in LA, she swears oﬀ doing favors—until her best friend begs for help on the
family ranch in Fool's Gold. Unfortunately, sexy cowboy Zane Nicholson isn't exactly thrilled by the city girl's arrival. Thanks to his brother's latest scheme, Zane has been roped into
taking tourists on a cattle drive. What Phoebe knows about ranching wouldn't ﬁll his hat, but her laughter is so captivating that even his animals fall for her. One slip of his
legendary control leads to a passionate kiss that convinces him she's exactly the kind of woman a single-minded loner needs to avoid. In his arms, Phoebe discovers she's a country
girl at heart. Yet no matter how much the small town feels like home, she can't stay unless Zane loves her, too…but is this cowboy interested in forever? Look for Best of My Love,
the next title in Susan Mallery's Fool's Gold series.
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